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Abstract: This year marks the midpoint of the Decade of Education for Sustainable Development but sustainability still remains a foreign concept in the New Zealand vocational and trade education curriculum. Thus research was conducted to gauge the existing perceptions of academics and industry and discover the reasons for the slow embedding of sustainability concepts in the curriculum. The research followed a qualitative research methodology using a case study as the method of inquiry which collected data through 8 in-depth interviews conducted with academics and industry personnel at a New Zealand vocational institute. The research found that there was no collaboration between academics and industry when it came to education for sustainability (EfS) with neither group taking responsibility for embedding the concepts into the curriculum. The overall awareness level on sustainability was very low between the two researched groups. Academics and Industry personnel alike saw no relevance of sustainability in vocational trade education. The slow progress of embedding sustainability concepts into the vocational education curriculum could be a result of this lack of collaboration between these two groups thus it is recommended that a professional development course be designed for vocational academics and industry personnel to increase awareness on sustainability concepts.
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Introduction

THE UNITED NATIONS (2004) has declared a Decade of Education for Sustainable Development from 2005-2014. The decade of education was declared in the hope that all levels of education and all learning institutes around the world would work towards educating the population at large about sustainability (Parliamentary Commission for the Environment (PCE), 2004). The year 2010 marks the midpoint of this decade of education and still the concept of sustainability remains vague and non-existent from many educational programmes in New Zealand (Stone and Baldoni, 2006). For the purposes of discussions in this paper, sustainability is focusing on the environmental dimensions and ensuring all practices in society consider reducing the negative impacts on the environment. Sustainability education is defined by Moore (2005) as “education that concentrates on the concept of sustainability in a manner that fits with the values of sustainability” (p. 78) Schianetz, Kavanagh and Lockington (2007) define a concept as an idea of how to achieve sustainability. Srinivas (n.d.) defines concepts as strategies, tools, ideas and models that can be used to achieve sustainability.
Scopes for EfS in Vocational Education

The New Zealand Parliamentary Commissioner recognises the importance of education for sustainability (EfS) but not enough has been done in many educational sectors to incorporate sustainability concepts into the curriculum. Even though research indicates that more New Zealanders have certificate-level qualifications compared to degree qualifications (Parliamentary Commission for the Environment (PCE), 2004) sustainability concepts are still focused only on degree programmes and remain absent in vocational trade education.

Vocational courses have the highest number of enrolments but it is astonishing to see that all universities and many polytechnics and institutes of technology in New Zealand have overlooked the incorporation of sustainability concepts into vocational level curriculum. Only 30% of New Zealand polytechnics and institutes of technology offer sustainability programmes (Stone & Baldoni, 2006). This suggests that sustainability may not be covered to a great extent at vocational training level.

Sterling (2001) outlined that the achievement of economic prosperity still dominates the education sector. The vocational education and trades sector appears to predominantly prepare students mainly for economic life and ways of meeting material needs. In such an environment the scope for implementing other areas of focus, such as sustainability, becomes secondary. The establishment of sustainability in the workplace culture requires vocational and trades to evolve and embrace globalisation and technological change and meet the needs of the workforce culture (UNDESA, 1992). Fein and Wilson (2005) say that vocational and trades education has the potential to foster change in the workplace but can only be achieved through a revision of institutions and curriculum. Vocational and trades has the opportunity to address workforce needs, incorporate sustainability principles into teaching and learning (Mazzotti, Murphy & Kent, 2007).

Two of the main key players of vocational trade education are academics and industry. The following section addresses the influence these two groups have on the vocational curriculum.

Influence of Academia on Sustainability Curricula in Higher Education

Thomas (2004) suggests that one of the reasons sustainability education is slow in being incorporated in tertiary curriculum is because academics have limited knowledge of the issue and fail to understand why their engagement with sustainability education is important. According to Reid and Petocz (2006) many academics from other disciplines do not even understand sustainability jargon and do not see the relevance of it in their subjects. Many academics are reluctant in teaching something beyond their subject knowledge (Down, 2006).

Thomas and Nicita (2002) say academics are “busy people and already have many calls on their time” (p. 488). Teachers and academics need all the relevant material and necessary support to teach sustainability especially if the subject is a new concept for him or her. This point has been researched as well by Reid and Petocz (2006) who tried to determine university lecturers understanding of sustainability. The academics were asked about their conceptions about sustainability and how they could embed the topic into their subjects. Majority of the academics stated that sustainability and their subject was total separate entities and many had no idea of the common sustainability jargons. Reid and Petocz (2006) suggested that in order to incorporate sustainability in all subjects at university level “it would seem necessary
to tackle the ways in which academics themselves – the teachers- understand the issue of sustainability” (p. 121).

According to Down (2006) another challenge for incorporating sustainability into syllabus is how to deal with aspects that are outside the lecturers’ area of expertise. If lecturers are responsible for teaching sustainability concepts then in addition to their own subject matters they also need to be abreast with these issues. Thomas and Nicita (2002) recommend that a clearer and easily understood concept of sustainability needs to be developed that academics can readily grasp and apply to their teaching. Down (2006) also discovered through the research that one of the challenges of incorporating sustainability into the curricula is to get staff involved in reorienting their course/programme to address sustainability. This showed that motivating educators to understand and accept the principles of sustainability is the key factor in sustainability implementation in the curricula.

Industry Influence on Sustainability Curricula in Higher Education

The industry or employment sector plays a critical role in the embedding of sustainability education in tertiary institutes. The industry sector is a key player when determining the curricula and making decisions on what goes in the course content for any subject. Wright (2003) states that the time for incorporating sustainability into the architecture curriculum in the United States arrived when five collateral organisations that influence architectural education identified it as a core issue of architecture. Before that time sustainability’s incorporation into curriculum was not a priority. In other words industry plays a key role in dictating what is included in the curricula. Since no such information was found in the literature regarding sustainability education incorporation at trade level this research will contribute to understanding the trade industry’s perceptions on sustainability.

These skills need to be embedded in industry related courses so that education providers can respond to immediate market needs (Ministry of Education, 2005). This viewpoint is also expressed by Wright (2003) who identified sustainability as an initiative that can be implemented into education if it is supported by industry. It seems that sustainability has not yet been identified as a “market need” by industries in New Zealand which probably is the main reason it has been so slow in being implemented at vocational studies.

As emphasised in the previous sections the sustainability content implementation in the curriculum is very slow as a result of various factors and challenges. These challenges apply to all tertiary education institutes all over the world however so far the emphasis has been on universities with the vocational and training institutes been extremely neglected. It is apparent that many do not see the need or relevance for incorporation of sustainability education in the trades industry but it should not be overlooked that the vocational level provides important skills for the workplace.

Therefore it was necessary to investigate the reasons for the slow embedding of sustainability concepts in the New Zealand vocational curriculum. In order for this to be achieved the two main stakeholders of vocational studies were consulted to obtain their perceptions on the topic of sustainability. This research gives valuable insight into the vocational education system and highlights some of the factors that are responsible for the slow implementation for education for sustainability. It should be noted that students also comprised a significant part in this research but for the purposes of this paper their feedback has not been included.
Research Objectives

The purpose of this qualitative research was to determine the current perceptions for incorporating sustainability concepts into vocational and trade education in New Zealand.

The research included addressing the following aims:

- Determine the perceptions the trade industry personnel have about incorporating sustainability concepts into the NZ vocational and trade education.
- Investigate the perceptions academics have about incorporating sustainability concepts into NZ vocational and trade education.

Methodology

This research aimed to gain insights, thoughts and opinions on the incorporation of sustainability concepts at vocational trade education in New Zealand. Qualitative research according to Creswell (2007) should be used when a complex, detailed understanding of an issue is needed and this detail can only be established by directly talking to people and empowering them to share their stories. Thus the research conducted followed a qualitative perspective in order to achieve its research objective and gather meaningful data because quantitative measures and the statistical analyses simply did not fit the problem (Creswell, 2007).

A case study is generally useful in making comparisons or drawing similarities between analogous education institutions (Johnson, 2007). In this research the case may be used to make generalisations of what other vocational institutes in New Zealand experience. A case study appeared appropriate for the research therefore a single case was selected as it was sufficient to fulfil all the conditions of the research objective. The scope and timeline for the project also limited data collection and thus investigating more than one institute was impossible. This research was focused on obtaining the perceptions of stakeholders on the incorporation of sustainability education in vocational and trade studies in New Zealand therefore it would have been beyond the capacity of this research to evaluate what all vocational institutes experience. As case studies can be generalisations and applied in many contexts, focusing on a single institute would have generated many similarities and differences that could be applicable in many educational institutions in New Zealand.

The Research Process

The Case: For the purposes of this research an institute was to be selected that offered vocational and trade education certificate and degree programmes. Hence a New Zealand metropolitan technical institute was chosen that offered a wide range of industry-related education and training programmes designed for tradespeople and technologists in the fields of Automotive Engineering, Carpentry, Electro Technology, Furniture and Joinery, Interior Décor, Plumbing & Gasfitting, Welding and Fabrication, Boat Building and Marine Engineering. Upon a review of the programme descriptors no mention of sustainability concepts were found in any of the above mentioned disciplines.

Data Collection Methods: Interviews provide data that can describe exactly how the informant feels, perceives and how they behave (Burns, 1994) and to sample respondents’ opinions (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2001). Since perceptions and opinions are most easily obtained through face to face interviews, this became the main method of data collection for the re-
search. Standardised open-ended interviews are pre-planned with exact wording and questions determined in advance. All interviewees are asked the same questions and in the same order which increases comparability of responses and organisation and analysis of data is fairly simple. The later option seemed ideal for this interview as data between respondents could be easily compared with generalisations and themes easily drawn between responses. However “standardised wording of questions may constrain and limit naturalness and relevance of questions and answers” (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007, p. 271) but a standardised interview was more suited for this research due to the potential of data comparability. All the categories of interviewees (industry personnel and academics) thus participated in an hour long standardised open ended interview and answered the same questions as this increased comparability of responses and ensured uniformity in questions asked and ease of data analysis.

**Participants & Sampling:** The academics recruited for this study were programme coordinators from Automotive Engineering, Building Technology, Electrotechnology, and Marine Technology since only these disciplines offered both certificate and degree programmes. Therefore 4 interviews with programme coordinators were conducted. To maintain consistency in the selection process, the industry personnel and academics represented the same disciplines mentioned above. Thus a total of 4 industry personnel interviews were conducted. In total 8 in-depth interviews were conducted.

**Data Analysis Methods:** The entire interview data collected was first transcribed and then analysed through a process of thematic analysis. Thematic analysis is identification of themes through a process of careful reading and re-reading of the data. It is a form of pattern recognition within the data, where emerging themes become the categories for analysis (Fereday and Muir-Cochrane, 2006). The interview was then analysed using Somerville’s (2003) thematic analysis where ideas within transcripts are arranged in a numerical order or coded. Each new idea within the transcript was given a number/code. After the numerical order was designated to the whole transcript, the similar ideas were clustered together into themes for further discussion.

**Findings & Discussion: Barriers to Education for Sustainability in Vocational Trade Education**

A number of themes emerged during the analysis of the academics and industry personnel interviews that led to the compilation of overall perceptions that was the focus of this research. After the themes were carefully analysed it was evident that education for sustainability was a long-drawn out process for the vocational education sector in New Zealand. There was little conformity and collaboration between industry and academia on the subject of sustainability. Neither academics nor industry took responsibility of educating about sustainability but they did agree on a number of issues which are discussed further in the following section.

**Relevance of Sustainability**

The most notable finding on this research was that Academics and Industry personnel saw no relevance of sustainability in vocational trade education. They all felt that trade skills were distinctively separate to social skills like sustainability. One academic said:
It's not for certificate students to deal with these issues [sustainability] but the management. It's no good being sustainable here (trade studies) but it's much more a global thing.

This suggests that academics were unaware of the importance of sustainability in the future and did not consider it important enough to warrant action. This mainly could be a result of lack of knowledge on the concept or reluctance to bring about change. Thomas (2004) states that academics fail to implement sustainability concepts into their courses because they have limited knowledge about it and fail to understand the importance of their engagement. The fact that the researcher had to explain about the concept of sustainability to some academics proves that many are unaware of the concept themselves thus will not be able to implement these concepts into their courses. Reid and Petocz (2006) mentioned a similar point about university academics who do not understand concepts of sustainability thus are unable to see the relevance of it in their subjects.

Like academics, Industry personnel elaborated that sustainability was irrelevant to industry and current market needs. They highlighted that industry was there to provide a service and meet the needs of the market. The workforce has no expectation from students to have knowledge about sustainability. Sustainability, according to industry, has no financial benefit and will not provide any immediate payback.

... a lot of people out there are just worried about the dollars. If they can’t see an instant payment back and offers to people to make processes more economical in the long run, they are only worried about what the product will cost today.

This reflects the views expressed by Sterling (2001) who identified direct economic prosperity to be dominating the education and trades sector. However short-term economic gains are overshadowing long-term sustainable development. To what extent these short-term gains will shape our future is questionable. Since industry has yet not realised the importance and significance of sustainability in all levels of trades and the workforce there has been no demand placed on an educational curriculum to reflect the concept.

With academics and industry personnel both agreeing on the irrelevance of sustainability in certificate and vocational education it appears that sustainability may not be well received in the educational arena in the near future.

Responsibility of Education for Sustainability

Academics and industry alike did not see their role in curriculum design at polytechnics. Academics said that they only teach skills that are required in the industry and sustainability is not a demand. They suggested that industry is unreceptive to sustainability and had not recognised it as being an important concept. They mentioned that since there was no demand placed on academics by industry to teach about sustainability hence it has not been implemented.

So in short no there is no expectation from industry that certificate graduates have awareness of sustainability issues.
I think industry does not see it as their task to educate people about a concept that is not relevant to trades. They do not see themselves as educators in literacy or sustainability.

This indicates that academics only elaborate on concepts at certificate and vocational education that they feel can better equip a student to practice in the industry. Academics kept elaborating that they teach what industry demands but industry personnel refused to take any responsibility of the curricula. Industry Personnel commented that they need just basic grounding from students and everything else that is taught is the polytechnics initiative.

... the board would say we just want a basic grounding and everything else they get on top is up to the person to receive on the job or through the polytechs.

This research showed that industry was very unsupportive of sustainability and therefore a change in curriculum to reflect the concept will be a very complicated process. The similarity in opinion between academics and industry personnel and their refusal to have any control of the curriculum seems to be the drawback of incorporating sustainability in the current vocational education sector.

**Sustainability Awareness**

On the positive note the industry personnel and academics did agree that awareness about the concept of sustainability would promote greater acceptance of the concept by everyone in the country. However with the negative attitude of the industry towards sustainability that has been highlighted by the research, prompts the thought whether the industry should be the first place where awareness needs to be increased. The denial of sustainability is indicated by comments made by one industry personnel who said:

*The people who supply materials or produce it or manufacture, those are the sectors that where sustainability should be preached to and focused on.*

Those academics that are aware about concepts of sustainability do make efforts to engage students with the concept. They did this purely because they were aware of the concept and highlighted the significance of sustainability whenever it was appropriate.

*In the process of practical work we inform students about small practices we can use in form of mini lecture sessions where we tell students better work practices and sustainable practices.*

This indicates that academics will definitely embed concepts of sustainability into their course if they are aware of it. Down (2006) suggested that motivating educators to understand and accept sustainability principles is the key factor in sustainability implementation in the curricula. This highlights the fact that if academics are aware about the concept of sustainability and shown the relevance of it in their courses they are more likely to teach it.
Conclusion-The Path Forward: Collaboration & Professional Development

It is evident through the research findings that education for sustainability has not being as readily accepted in vocational and trade education compared to other education sectors. There is immense negativity towards EfS from both industry and academics. Since there is no collaboration between industry and academics on EfS, the concept is being neglected from the vocational education system. Neither industry nor academics take responsibility of implementing or suggesting changes in the curriculum and this lack of collaboration is the biggest drawback for EfS. There also seems to be lack of awareness about sustainability among these two groups which is indicated on the combined view of sustainability being irrelevant for vocational trades. For the successful implementation of sustainability concepts stringent measures need to be taken to properly inform academics and industry about EfS. Once the awareness level increases among these two groups it will encourage greater collaboration towards implementing curriculum changes to reflect EfS.

‘Train the Trainer’ Programme

For sustainability to be integrated in all courses delivered at polytechnics a ‘train the trainer’ professional development (PD) programme is recommended that should be designed for academics which informs and educates them about the basics of sustainability and how the concept can be embedded into the academics’ area of expertise. This course could be part of academics professional development plan. ‘Changing teacher education’ is also a recommendation made by Sterling (2001) who says that majority of teachers have no idea about how to teach sustainability and thus a in-service training could be an immediate solution to deal with this issue. Holdsworth, Wyborn, Bekessy and Thomas (2007) indicate that PD is important as it provides academics to sustainability concepts and provides them with capacity to implement curriculum change. Professional development has not been given priority in the higher education arena in many countries and New Zealand is no exception. Holdsworth et al., (2007) looked at professional development for education for sustainability in Australian universities and discovered that only one university offered a PD course designed to introduce academics to sustainability and teaching sustainability. Therefore for successful implementation of sustainability concepts into vocational trade curriculum it is vital to encourage professional development for all academics.

Increase Awareness in Industry

Education for sustainability should also be directed at industry and actions should be taken to increase awareness of sustainability in industry. Industry may be in denial about their influence on curriculum but their contribution towards sustainability education is reflected in the current education system.
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The Sustainability Community

This is a knowledge community brought together by a common concern for sustainability in an holistic perspective, where environmental, cultural, economic and social concerns intersect. The community interacts through an innovative, annual face-to-face conference, as well as year-round virtual relationships in a weblog, peer reviewed journal and book imprint – exploring the affordances of the new digital media. Members of this knowledge community include academics, researchers, policy makers, public servants, members of government and non-government organisations, consultants, educators and research students.

Conference

Members of the Sustainability Community meet at the International Conference on Environmental, Cultural, Economic and Social Sustainability, held annually in different locations around the world.

The Conference was held at the University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand in 2011; University of Cuenca, Cuenca, Ecuador in 2010; University of Technology Mauritius, Mauritius in 2009; Universiti Malaysia Terengganu, Kuala Terengganu, Malaysia in 2008; University of Madras, Chennai, India in 2007; Hanoi and Ha Long Bay, Vietnam in 2006; and the University of Hawai‘i at Manoa, Island of Oahu, Hawai‘i, USA in 2005. In 2012, the Conference will be held at the Robson Square, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada.

Our community members and first time attendees come from all corners of the globe. Intellectually, our interests span the breadth of the various sustainability disciplines and fields of study. The Conference is a site of critical reflection, both by leaders in the field and emerging scholars. Those unable to attend the Conference may opt for virtual participation in which community members can either submit a video and/or slide presentation with voice-over, or simply submit a paper for peer review and possible publication in the Journal.

Online presentations can be viewed on YouTube.

Publishing

The Sustainability Community enables members to publish through three media. First, by participating in the Sustainability Conference, community members can enter a world of journal publication unlike traditional academic publishing forums – a result of the responsive, non-hierarchical and constructive nature of the peer review process. The International Journal of Environmental, Cultural, Economic and Social Sustainability provides a framework for double-blind peer review, enabling authors to publish into an academic journal of the highest standard.

The second publication medium is through the book series On Sustainability, publishing cutting edge books in print and electronic formats. Publication proposals and manuscript submissions are welcome.

The third major publishing medium is our news blog, constantly publishing short news updates from the Sustainability Community, as well as major developments in the various disciplines of sustainability. You can also join this conversation at Facebook and Twitter or subscribe to our email Newsletter.
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